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guitar pedal germanium auto wah

SviSound WahoZoid
OUTPUT Jack
Connect this jack to
your amp or to the 
input of another 
effect unit.

INPUT Jack
Accepts signals coming
from a guitar or other 
musical instrument, or 
another effect unit.

DECAY knob
Control return time when 
the filter frequency falls
back.

RATE knob
Control of frequency
modulate (vibrato).
Active when 
LEVEL/DEPTH switch
in the “level” position.

SENS knob
Sets the filter level, 
tune this carefully to fit
your guitar output and
your playing touch.

AC Adaptor Jack
Accepts connection
of an AC Adaptor.

9V

Use only the correct 
AC adaptor 9 Volts with
negative on central
contact.

LEVEL/DEPTH knob
Control the level of
modulation or width 
(variable range)
of the wah effect.

LEVEL/DEPTH switch
Choose the function
of the LEVEL/DEPTH knob.
Add in the “level”mode
modulation (vibrato).

LED indicator
Shows whether the
effect is on.

FOOT switch
This switch turns
the effect on/on.
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WahoZoid provide a dynamic wah effect that's based 
on your pick attack. You get total control of the effect
from four knobs and one switch. WahoZoid is not only
classic auto wah effect but wah-vibrato too. So you 
can get many different great sounds from one pedal.
The WahoZoid circuits based on rare germanium 
military ex-USSR transistors. It provide classic tones
with modern tunes.

Controls functions:

SENS knob - Sets the filter level, tune this carefully to fit your guitar output and
your playing touch. You can further change the sensitivity from your guitar volume
knob too.

DECAY knob - Controls return time when the filter frequency falls back to start
point. This can be set fast so you get the wah effect on every note or slow for a 
more classic auto wah sound

LEVEL/DEPTH knob - Control the level (LEVEL position) of modulation (vibrato)
or width (DEPTH position), variable range of the wah effect.

RATE knob - Control of frequency modulate (vibrato). Active when LEVEL/DEPTH
switch in the “level” position.

LEVEL/DEPTH switch - Choose the function of the LEVEL/DEPTH knob.
Add in the “level” mode the modulation (vibrato) to wah effect.

When SENS knob on left position auto wah do not changing from guitar signal
and you can choose frequency of filter manually from DEPTH (switch to DEPTH)
or get vibrato using LEVEL and RATE (switch to LEVEL).

You can get unique effects when you will combine it. For example SENS in working
position (wah changing from guitar signal) and switch to LEVEL. When you will 
change LEVEL control you can get auto wah on start and wah vibrato when signal
will decreased.


